DOCOMO Cloud Package provides documents, templates, security diagnoses, and consultation details with concrete system requirements that meet the security standards of DOCOMO in one package. A web-based software Cost Visualizer can analyze the cost of public clouds used by companies. These two tools address the uneasiness companies have regarding the development and operations of systems using the public cloud.

**Features**
- **DOCOMO Cloud Package**: A support package to help companies start using cloud services from preliminary studies thru systems design and development; it also explains how to use security-related tools.
- **Cost Visualizer**: A web application that takes security into consideration and enables visualization of costs in graph form, accounting management such as RI cost redistribution, and total sales tax.

**Application Scenarios**
- Substantially reduce the time from a preliminary study thru systems design and development.
- Use an even more secure cloud systems environment in compliance with METI’s cloud guidelines.
- Obtain a powerful tool not for cloud cost management but for strategically planning cloud cost reductions through monitoring and analysis.

**Contact**
docomo-forum-ml@nttdocomo.com